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ABSTRACT

Article History:

The epidemic growth of wireless technology and mobile services in this era is creating a great crash
on our life style. Some early efforts have been taken to utilize these technologies in surveillance. The
purpose of this project is to built a intelligent transport system using LoRa, GPS, Movable sensor and
cloud computing. LoRa is a advanced protocol used to transmit data to the cloud server.This
technology will enable public or multi-tenant
multi
networks to connect
nect a number of applications running
on the same network. It can track buses in city by placing LoRa in the buses along with GPS, and
speed sensor. The cloud server for the city receive the location information, and alerts the forth
coming bus stops in the
the route of the bus, of the bus’ number, route and expected time of arrival, which
are displayed in mobile application. This system thus describes is a cost effective and easy to
implement for tracking buses in real time by using IOT.
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INTRODUCTION

Existing system

Now-a-days,
days, due to growing world & importance of the time
in day to day life there is need of effortless transport. So we are
providing an Android application which will provide the
information of vehicle location tracing and monitoring.
monitoring It also
includes the
he feature of density measure for the user
convenience and nearest bus available on the route and will
make the user up to date as bus moves. As we know the lots of
work is done previously on this system to provide the user
what they need & is to solve the various challenges. So to
reduce the extra efforts to track the object and also to improve
the previous demerits, we are developing intelligent transport
system based tracking. LoRa is a wireless technology that
facilitate low data rate communications overr long distances 15
- 20km and its range is Millions of nodes. Long battery life
upto ten years for M2M and IoT Application. GPS is a satellite
navigation system that defined location and time information
in all type of weather conditions to the user. GPS is used for
navigation in planes, ships, cars and trucks also. The cloud
computing will include the authorization and authentication
with data storage & application processing. With the help of
smart phone the people will get facilitate with travelling which
whi
is more secure. So, all in one this application will be very
useful and convenient application
for people in day-to-day life.

Now-a-days
days the bus spread adopted in main transport method.
It reduce the fuel consumption of vehicle and also for
passengers. The bus arrival is totally depend upon whether
condition, traffic and time punctuality of driver and public.
The public have to wait
ait for bus for long time or sometime miss
bus also. This will be embarrassing for students who spend
time and wait for long period
period. Hear buses are comes with
technologies support like GPS enabled tracking system, smart
on board units, maps and smart vehic
vehicle solutions.GPS tracking
system is easy to implement in real time. It direct gives our
vehicles details like latitude and longitude combined as same
location on earth. These are co
co-ordinates are sent users mobile
by SMS or web server. The use of GPS is in
increases the price of
hardware and even in energy consumption of GPS. GPS also
have drawback it placed towards the satellite. They are not
accurate system. And small tracking system are available in the
market. It increase the cost when additional features are added.
So, existing system have ability to help the self user to track its
bus. But not for multiple users like public waiting for bus. and it
is not predict the arrival of bus at nearest point. In order to
obtain the information about instant position of the public
transport vehicles, a GPS module containing a SiRFstar3 GPS
chip was used in an integrated manner with the mini
mini-computer
systems embedded in the public transport vehicles. The GPS
module was connected to the embedded mini-computer system
through TTL and RS232 data-buses.
buses. RS232 transmission speed
was determined as 4800 bauds. The instant positioning
information of the public transportation vehicles was obtained
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through this in the standard of National Marine Electronics
Association 0183 (NMEA)integrated use of the embedded
mini-computer system and the GPS module, the developed
application obtains the instant positions of the public
transportation vehicles, their altitudes from the sea level, their
speed and time info (hour and date in UTC form) which was
synchronized by the software. This existing system gives
information about vehicle position and route travelled by
vehicle and this information can be monitor from any remote
place or location. This system depends on GPS and GSM
technology. And also there is no application depending on
mobile device to track and get a real time and current view of
target or vehicle. This suggested system helps to getting
information and location of college bus by using mobile or
smart phone. But we got some lagging points in this system,
there is only provision for tracking &amp; this tracking is
based only on SMS. There is no real time view of location for
bus and also there is no any application based on mobile for
tracking The above mentioned paper includes the integrated
use of the smart cards with GPS system. In today’s world
smart cards became mostly used things which contains the
user’s data and GPS used in many areas like tracking and
monitoring or surveillance which is used in this system for
finding the actual distance traveled by that passenger.
Proposed method
A. Introduction
The Proposed System Consists Of Lora, GPS, Speed sensor.
These devices which are mounted on the bus. In this system
user can detect the bus arrival with the help of mobile
application. It displays bus number, approximate time arrival,
speed. If any break down occurs, application will notify it. Lora
send data to the cloud server about buss arrival around 15km
from the user location

too, through improvements in operations and efficiencies as
well as drop in costs. This wireless RF technology is being
included into cars, street lights, manufacturing equipment,
home appliances, wearable devices – anything, really. LoRa
Technology is making world a Smarter

Figure 2. LoRa board

LoRa Technology
A Semitic innovation, LORA Technology offer a very
convincing mix of long range, low power consumption and
secure data transmission. Public and private networks using
this technology can provide exposure that is greater in range
compared to that of existing cellular networks. It is easy to
plug into the live infrastructure and offers solution to serve
battery BASED ONIOT applications. LORA Technology into
its chipsets. These chipsets are then built into the products
offered by our enormous network of IoT partners and
integrated
into
LPWANs
from
mobile
network
operators worldwide.

Figure 3. Working of lora
Figure 1. Block Diagram for transport tracking System

B. Global Positioning System

When our application starts running it first check all the devices
and resources which is available or not. After that it checks the
connection with their devices and gives control to the user.
Hardware implementation
A. Lora Board
LoRa: Long range, low power wireless well-known
technology choice for building IOT networks world wide.
Smart IOT applications improved the way we interrelate and
are addressing some of the biggest challenges facing cities and
communities: climate change, pollution control, early counsel
of natural disasters, and saving lives. Businesses are benefit

Figure 4. Global Positioning System
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The concept of GPS is a radio based satellite positioning
system. Radio signals emitted from transmitter are used to
determine the position of the receiver. The positioning system
consists of 3 spare satellites and 21 satellites orbiting at the
period of 12 hours and at the height approximately 20,000 km
above the earth’s surface in six orbital planes. GPS positioning
system providing 24 hour world-wide coverage with the help
of at least four satellites. GPS consists of three main
components namely the control system, the satellite system,
and the users (client). The system consists of monitoring
stations which perform the role of monitoring the condition of
satellites. These tracking stations receives and transmits the
signals and collect data to the server station where new
ephemerides are computed.
C. Speed sensor
Wheel speed sensors are machines used to detect the speed of
an object, usually a transport vehicle.
Software Implementation
The open-source Arduino Software (IDE-Integrated
Development Environment ) is used and makes it easy to write
code and upload it to the board. Arduino can interact with
buttons, LEDs, motors, speakers, GPS units, the internet, and
even your smart-phone. The IDE is written in Java and based
on Processing and other open-source software. A program for
Arduino may be written in any programming language with
compilers that produce binary machine code for the target
processor. Arduino consists of both a physical programmable
circuit board and a piece of software that runs on your
computer, used to write and upload computer code to the
physical board. The Arduino does not require a separate piece
of hardware to load new code onto the board ,you can use a
USB cable. Moreover, the Arduino IDE uses a C++
programming, making it easier to learn to program. Arduino
provides a paradigm form factor that breaks out the functions
of the micro-controller into a more accessible package.

RESULTS
When the busses arrive into the particular location , LORA
will send data to the cloud server then it save the data in the
server and send the data to the user application. application
will display the bus location with the help of GPS, bus number,
approximate arrival time to the user. To define the occurrence
of breakdown, wheel speed sensor is used hear.
Bus no
Bus stop
Arrival time

45c
Gandhipuram
5min

Conclusion
The design system provides a flexible, convenient and easy to
migrate one place to other place using this android application.
It save the passengers valuable time. It will be easy and much
comfortable to any kind of places. This system make sure that
good quality of service.
Future Enhancement
In future, the project can be improves as a wide location and
different areas for tracking the bus by using gps, we can directly

have a communication with the bus. Also by connecting a
Raspberry pi instead of arduino for getting for more
information about the intruders entry. So there is no need for
continuous monitoring of human.
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